The authors examine the sensitivity of the Battisti coupled atmosphere-ocean model-considered as a forecast model for the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO)-to perturbations in the sea surface temperature (SST) field applied at the beginning of a model integration. The spatial structures of the fastest growing SST perturbations are determined by singular vector analysis of an approximation to the propagator for the linearized system. Perturbation growth about the following four reference trajectories is considered: (i) the annual cycle, (ii) a freely evolving model ENSO cycle with an annual cycle in the basic state, (iii) the annual mean basic state, and (iv) a freely evolving model ENSO cycle with an annual mean basic state. Singular vectors with optimal growth over periods of 3, 6, and 9 months are computed.
Introduction
The El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon is an interannual climate anomaly of large scale that is rooted in the tropical Pacific. ENSO is inherently due to interactions between the atmosphere and the ocean, and it is widely thought that the crucial physics associated with ENSO are contained within the tropical Pacific basin. The tropical aspects of the ENSO phenomenon are summarized in numerous papers, including the seminal paper of Rasmusson and Carpenter (1982) . A recent review of the observations is found in Trenberth (1991) . Zebiak and Cane (1985) presented the first coupled atmosphere-ocean model that demonstrated interannual variability similar to the observed ENSO phenomenon. The first forecast of short-term (i.e., months to years) VOLUME 
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climate anomalies was made with this model; the model predicted a development of positive sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the tropical Pacific one year in advance of the onset of the 1986-87 warm phase of ENSO (Cane et al. 1986 ). Since then, a variety of statistical and dynamical coupled models have been developed that possess skill (relative to a persistence forecast) in the prediction of central and eastern Pacific SST one year in advance [see Barnston et al. (1994) and Latif et al. (1994) for up-to-date ENSO prediction reviews]. The forecast skill of an individual model depends on the physics of that model and the method of initialization, among other factors. Dynamical models that are initialized solely by forcing the ocean component of the coupled model with observed winds up until the time of forecast initialization and then diagnostically determining the model atmosphere generally have nowcast (i.e., initial) correlation skills of above 0.8 for the Nino-3 index 1 and then maintain useful correlation skills out to at least 1 year (e.g., Cane et al. 1986 ). More sophisticated initialization procedures can significantly increase the time span over which the model can make skillful forecasts (Chen et al. 1995; Rosati et al. 1997) . Statistical models have also demonstrated useful forecast skill out to about 12 months [e.g., cf. rms Nino-3 error in Penland and Sardeshmukh (1995) , Fig. 13, and Chen et al. (1995) , Fig. 3 ].
ENSO forecasts are presently being used in many tropical countries with great social and economic benefits (see, e.g., Moura 1994; Battisti and Sarachik 1995) . To make rational decisions based on an ENSO forecast, it is important to understand the intrinsic limitations to the forecast accuracy and to identify the sources of possible forecast error. Important and practical questions arise concerning the nature of the observing system required to achieve the most skillful forecasts. Which variables must be monitored? What spatial and temporal resolution is required for each variable to optimize the forecast skill? Is the predictability of the tropical system inherently seasonally dependent? Is the forecast skill of a given model seasonally dependent? How do we discriminate forecast errors due to model imperfections from those that are due to initialization errors? An important step in understanding the predictability of the tropical Pacific atmosphere-ocean system is to study error growth in a linearized version of an actual prediction model. A traditional starting point is the identification of the most unstable eigenmode of the physical system. This, however, may not be the most useful approach for understanding the predictability of this dynamical system because the linear approximation of the tropical atmosphere-ocean system is a nonnormal dynamical system. A sufficient condition to ensure non-normality is the asymmetric way in which the atmosphere and ocean are coupled (see section 2). A nonnormal system is also ensured by the annual cycle of the spatially inhomogeneous mean states of both the ocean and the atmosphere. Hence, in order to describe more completely the linear error growth of the system, we need to find a suitable orthogonal basis that describes the finite time linear growth of perturbations to the initial conditions of the system. This basis is provided by the singular vectors of the integral propagator associated with the linearized model (Lorenz 1965; Buizza and Palmer 1995) . The propagator is the linear operator that takes perturbations at a given time and ''propagates'' them to some time in the future; it has also been referred to as the resolvent 2 or Green function (e.g., Penland and Sardeshmukh 1995) . The fastest growing singular vector has also been called an optimal perturbation (e.g., Farrell 1989) . The most unstable eigenmode that is ubiquitous to numerous tropical Pacific atmosphere-ocean models is a quasi-stationary eigenmode, which is similar in structure to the observed ENSO and has an e-folding time of about 1 year. In this study, we will examine the optimal growth of initial perturbations, which will be seen to be much greater than that associated with the fastest growing eigenmode of the system. Analysis of the optimal perturbation growth can be used to identify the causes for errors in forecasts, and thus to help answer the five questions noted above . In this study, we focus on the perturbation growth that results because of perturbations in the initial conditions (derived by an initialization procedure from an analysis of observations) that are prescribed at the initial time of the model integrations. These uncertainties are understood to be associated with observational (measurement) or initialization errors. In a separate study, we use this model to perform retrospective ENSO forecasts and address the issue of whether the forecast errors can be attributed to errors in the initial conditions, or whether they must be due to errors in the model physics.
In particular, we focus our efforts here on evaluating the sensitivity of the final state SST field to small perturbations in the initial state of the SST in the model. Appropriately, an accurate prediction of the final state SST field has been the Holy Grail of short-term climate forecasts in the Tropics because the low-frequency (e.g., seasonal to interannual) atmospheric circulation anomalies of global proportions are strongly related to tropical Pacific SST anomalies. The fact that we consider initial perturbations only to the model SST (and the associated wind field; see model description below) is justified not only by its intrinsic interest, but by our desire to answer in a later study whether errors in SST
alone could be responsible for the errors in actual forecasts of ENSO, even if the initial state of the thermocline were known exactly. This is not to deny the potential importance of thermocline perturbations to a full understanding of ENSO predictability.
The model used in this study is Battisti's (1988) version of the Zebiak and Cane (1987) model and is described in section 2. A brief review of the theory of singular vector growth and a description of the method used to obtain an approximate linear version of the full model are presented in section 3. We present in section 4 the optimal growth of perturbations as a function of the phase of the seasonal cycle and the ENSO cycle from which the integration is initiated. We discuss and interpret the results in the context of the model physics in section 5. Finally, in section 6, we present our conclusions based on the major findings of this work. Preliminary results of singular vector calculations using this model were reported in Palmer et al. (1994) .
The coupled atmosphere-ocean model
The coupled atmosphere-ocean model used in this study is described in Battisti (1988, hereafter B88) , which follows very closely the coupled model of Zebiak and Cane (1987, hereafter ZC) . This coupled model consists of an ocean whose evolution is treated prognostically, coupled to an atmosphere whose state is determined diagnostically at each time step (⌬t ϭ 10 days; Zebiak 1986 ). Both the ocean and the atmosphere are anomaly models constructed about a monthly varying annual cycle. The ocean is forced by the anomalous surface wind stress and the atmosphere is forced by a parameterized anomalous latent heat release. The latent heat release is a function of the climatological convergence of the wind field and the total SST. Both of these forcing terms are nonlinear. The ocean model domain is a rectangular basin spanning 30ЊS-30ЊN and 124ЊE-80ЊW; the atmosphere and ocean dynamics are modeled on an equatorial ␤ plane.
The ocean model consists of an upper layer overlying a deep motionless layer. The upper layer contains within it a fixed depth surface mixed layer used for thermodynamic calculations. The upper-layer depth and currents are governed by linear shallow-water wave dynamics. SST is calculated separately and does not directly affect the ocean dynamics. SST is determined through nonlinear temperature advection by surface currents, through upwelling into the surface layer, and through heat fluxes to the atmosphere. These terms are calculated as follows: the surface currents are driven by the wind stress and retarded by Rayleigh friction, and the upwelling is prescribed in terms of the divergence of the surface-layer currents. The mean state of the ocean surface-layer temperature (i.e., SST) about which the anomaly model is constructed is that given by Rasmusson and Carpenter (1982; hereafter RC) . The mean surface-layer currents are calculated by forcing the model with the RC annual cycle winds until a cyclic steady state is reached.
The atmosphere model is the linear two-layer Gill (1980) model of a thermally forced tropical atmosphere. The forcing of the atmosphere depends on the total atmospheric convergence and the SST and is calculated iteratively (Zebiak 1986 )-the so-called convergence feedback effect. The atmosphere is treated diagnostically and only changes on timescales associated with the SST changes. The equations that comprise the coupled model are found in appendix A of Battisti (1988) .
One-way forcing experiments with the atmosphere and ocean models separately indicate that each component of the coupled model produces a reasonable simulation of the observed interannual variability in the region of the oceanic equatorial waveguide. The evidence for this is as follows. The ocean model, when forced by observed wind stress anomalies, has been shown to provide a good simulation of the observed SST and sea level anomalies from 1961 to 1992 (Mantua and Battisti 1994) . When the atmospheric model is forced by either the RC composite ENSO SST anomalies or the 1982-83 Pacific SST anomalies, the surface wind anomalies near the equator are similar to the observed anomalies (Zebiak 1986 ). There are, however, significant differences between the simulated and observed anomalies in the wind field away from the equator at all longitudes (e.g., cf. Gill 1980; Gill and Rasmusson 1984) .
When the atmosphere and ocean models are coupled, the model supports interannual variability that has much in common with observed ENSO events. Specifically, the spatial structure of the model ENSO is of basin scale, with greatest SST anomalies in the eastern and central Pacific; the model events are locked to the annual cycle, with simulated and observed warm events generally peaking in December-January; the variance in SST is predominantly at the interannual timescale, with substantially less variability at subannual timescales (Mantua and Battisti 1995) . The simulated ENSO events recur every 3 or 4 years-much more regularly than observed ENSO events. Finally, the physics of the interannual variability displayed by this coupled atmosphere-ocean model is well described by the delayed oscillator mechanism (Battisti and Hirst 1989) .
Methods

a. Theory of linear perturbation growth: Singular vector analysis
We write the evolution equations for the perturbation state vector X (X may include surface currents, thermocline displacement, and SST perturbations) for the linearized coupled atmosphere-ocean system in matrix form, ‫ץ‬X ϭ LX.
(1) ‫ץ‬t
Here, the matrix L is a nonnormal operator 3 for reasons stated in section 1. Hence the eigenvalues of L do not bound the maximum transient growth of perturbations, as they would for a normal operator. Assuming both the dynamical system equations and the initial state are known exactly, the future state can be determined by integrating Eq. (1) with the appropriate initial conditions. In practice, the initial conditions are only known to finite accuracy. The solution to Eq. (1) for the perturbation state vector X at time t ϩ is given by
Here, R is the propagator. When the basic state trajectory is time independent, then
We choose as our measure of the perturbation vector the norm based on the standard inner product applied to the state vector, X 2 ϵ ͗X(t), X(t)͘ ϭ X*WX, where W is a diagonal weighting matrix, which we take to be the identity matrix for the purposes of this discussion. (In principle, W can be any positive definite matrix, and can be used to implement norms based on perturbation energy or other physically based quantities.)
The amplification of the perturbation vector over time is, therefore,
The operator R*R is normal, so the eigenvalues are positive real numbers. The set of eigenvectors of R*R form an orthonormal basis, which can be used to describe arbitrary perturbations to the model state vector.
Here, R can be written in terms of singular value decomposition (e.g., Strang 1988):
where ⌳ is a real, positive, diagonal matrix, and E, F are orthonormal (unitary) matrices. The diagonal entries of ⌳ are referred to as singular values, and the columns of E and F are referred to as right and left singular vectors, respectively. From Eq. (5), we see that the singular values of R are the square roots of the eigenvalues of R*R:
Hence, from Eq. (4), the maximum value of A is given by 3 That is, L*L LL*, where the superscript asterisk indicates the complex-conjugate transpose.
where 1 , the largest singular value of R, therefore bounds the perturbation growth. The corresponding right singular vector, E 1 , is the pattern of the initial perturbation that leads to the greatest perturbation growth. When we refer to singular vector without qualification we will mean the right singular vector or equivalently the initial pattern of the optimal perturbation. Examination of Eq. (5) shows that R(t, )E 1 ϭ 1 F 1 . Hence, 1 F 1 , derived by applying the propagator to the initial pattern, is the corresponding final pattern, and that it has amplitude 1 . The above discussion also holds when R is restricted to act on a subset of the complete state vector.
b. Calculation of the linear propagator R
Before we proceed with the singular vector analysis, we must first obtain the propagator for the linearized system. The propagator describes the evolution of perturbations about a reference trajectory. Rather than code a linearized version of the numerical model, we choose a simpler, approximate method of obtaining the propagator directly from the full coupled model. We follow the procedure outlined below:
1) The full model is first integrated from the initial time t to some later time, t ϩ . This control integration represents a reference trajectory. In this study, we take to be 3, 6, or 9 months.
2) The integration is then repeated, placing a small positive perturbation of amplitude ⑀ in one element of the state vector (i.e., one unit in one variable at one grid point and zero otherwise) at the initial time t. The perturbation at the final time (t ϩ ) that is due to the initial perturbation applied at time (t) is given by the difference between the perturbed and the reference states at time t ϩ . The initial and final perturbation vectors are recorded as one column vector in the initial and final perturbation matrices X i and X f , respectively, [see Eq.
(2)].
3)
Step two is repeated, placing perturbations at each grid point of the state vector. Record the initial and final perturbation state vectors in matrices X i and X f accordingly.
This procedure (1-3) generates the relation
and was proposed in the meteorological literature as early as Lorenz (1965) . Hence, the approximation to the linear propagator for the numerical model is R(t, ) ϭ X f . As stated above, if we interpret the initial per-
Ϫ1
X i turbation as the error or uncertainty at the initial time, the maximum possible error growth is the first (largest) singular value of the propagator, R. The initial and final patterns that accomplish this error growth are the right and left singular vectors of R.
FIG. 1. The optimal growth of SST ( 1 , the first singular value of R) as a function of the phase of the annual cycle, for 3-month (solid), 6-month (dashed), and 9-month (dash-dot) integrations about the prescribed climatological annual cycle reference trajectory (see section 4a). For example, the maximum perturbation growth over a 6-month period starting in April and ending in October is 5.9. The initial amplitude of SST in perturbed integrations (see section 3b, step 2) is ⑀ ϭ 0.5ЊC. Indicated by circles are the first singular values with ⑀ ϭ Ϫ0.5ЊC.
c. The choice of the norm
We examine in this study the maximum growth of perturbations in the SST field of the coupled atmosphere-ocean model described in section 2 that results from uncertainties in the initial conditions in the SST field. We focus on identifying the spatial structure of the fastest growing perturbations in tropical SST (12ЊS-12ЊN) because the low-frequency tropical Pacific atmospheric circulation (thus the tropical climate) is intimately tied to the SST distribution in the equatorial tropical Pacific. Furthermore, climate variability over the North Pacific sector has been shown to be statistically related to the SST distribution in the tropical Pacific (e.g., Ropelewski and Halpert 1987) .
The choice of norm must be consistent with the probability distribution of errors in the initial state . In general this distribution is poorly known. Previous studies of the stability of geophysical flows have focused on maximizing either the final-state enstrophy (e.g., Farrell 1990) or total perturbation energy (e.g., Buizza and Palmer 1995; Moore and Kleeman 1996) . Virtually all models used to forecast the state of the tropical Pacific climate system require at initialization time both the SST and the upper-ocean density structure (or pycnocline position). Numerous models also impose the state of the global atmosphere in their initialization. We will limit this study to focus on how perturbations in SST at the initialization time evolve to produce the optimal amplification in SST at the end state. Hence, the state vector (see section 3b) contains only the SST component, though R contains the full model physics for propagating the initial SST anomalies to the final state.
We apply two tests to determine whether the propagator generated by the method outlined above is a good approximation to the actual linear propagator. First, we follow steps 1-3 using various values for ⑀, ranging from 0.01Њ to 2ЊC, positive or negative. For all cases investigated the largest singular value determined by using positive perturbations and negative perturbations agreed to within 5%. The associated singular vector determined by these two approaches are also in excellent quantitative agreement. All results presented in this paper use ⑀ ϭ 0.5ЊC.
In the second test, the full numerical coupled model was initialized with the optimal perturbation (i.e., the first singular vector) obtained from the singular-vector analysis, and the coupled model was integrated to obtain the final perturbation pattern. Both the final state pattern and the perturbation growth are compared to those obtained using the propagator R. For the 6-month integrations that we have performed, typical pattern correlation for the final state resulting from the nonlinear numerical model integration and that resulting from the linear propagator is about 0.99, and the difference between the amplification factor estimated by the linear propagator and that obtained from the nonlinear model is typically less than 10%.
Idealized singular-vector growth experiments a. Climatological annual cycle reference trajectory
We examine how the initial perturbations applied in different months of the annual cycle evolve over a chosen duration of ϭ 3, 6, and 9 months. For this set of experiments the reference trajectory is exactly the prescribed climatological annual cycle. The initial and final state perturbations are deviations about the annual cycle. For the parameters used in this study, the coupled model annual cycle is unstable to infinitesimal perturbations (Battisti and Hirst 1989) , and in the presence of any initial noise a model ENSO cycle is eventually set up. However, the spatial structure of singular vectors for the timescales investigated here tends to be insensitive to whether or not the normal modes of the system are unstable, and the analysis presented here should carry over to the case in which the model is in a stable regime.
The growth of the first singular vector (i.e., the value of 1 ) is strongly dependent on the calendar month in which the perturbation is applied and on the duration of the integration. The first singular values for 3-, 6-, and 9-month integrations are plotted in Fig. 1 as a function of the month in which the perturbed integration is started. The maximum growth for the 3-month integrations ranges from a factor of 2.7 for the integration that starts in June to 1.1 for the integration that starts in January. In most cases, 1 increases as the duration of integration increases. For the 6-month integration, 1 ranges from 5.9 for the April start, decreasing to 2.4 for the November start; for the 9-month integration, 1 ranges from 7.8 for the March start to 3.5 for the September start. The results point to a period of greater sensitivity during boreal summer because the periods of maximum growth over 3, 6, and 9 months are all centered on this season.
The optimal SST perturbation applied in January (left) that produces the maximum amplitude in SST six months later in July (right). Panels (b), (c), and (d) are for optimal perturbations applied in April, July, and October, respectively. The contour interval for the initial (final) perturbations in the left (right) column is 0.04ЊC (0.12ЊC). For each case, 1 is noted above the left panel.
The reader will note the circles plotted in Fig. 1 , which indicate the first singular values associated with the propagators that are obtained in exactly the same manner as is outlined in section 3b but with negative initial perturbations (⑀ ϭ Ϫ0.5ЊC) applied to the model in step 2. The growth ( 1 ), initial, and final state patterns of the optimal perturbation that are calculated from the propagator obtained by applying positive/negative perturbations to the model are in excellent quantitative agreement. The results in Fig. 1 are robust to the amplitude of initial perturbation that is applied to the model to construct the linear propagator (see section 3c), suggesting we have obtained a good approximation to the linear propagator R.
In contrast to the sensitivity of the singular values, both the initial and final patterns are not sensitive to the month in which the initial perturbation is applied nor to the duration over which the perturbation is allowed to grow. Plotted in Fig. 2 are the optimal initial patterns, E 1 (left-hand column, recall E 1 ϭ 1), and the corresponding final patterns, 1 F 1 (that result from applying the propagator to the optimal initial pattern), for 6-month integrations, starting from January, April, July, and October, respectively. The initial pattern consists of an east-west dipole spanning the entire tropical Pacific basin superimposed upon a north-south dipole in the eastern tropical Pacific. The final pattern resembles the mature model ENSO mode. The patterns for the 3-, 9-, and 12-month integrations are very similar to those for the 6-month integrations and are not shown.
The second singular vectors indicate decay for all of the monthly starts and for all duration of integrations that were examined (3, 6, 9, and 12 months). Note that as the integration time increases, the optimal initial pattern explains a higher proportion of the total information in R*R. The trace of the matrix R*R is proportional to the increase in variance of perturbations, which are initially uniformly distributed [Lorenz (1965) ; also our Eq. (8), with X i set to the identity matrix]. The first singular vector accounts for 18%-60% of the total variance of R*R for the 3-month integrations; 88%-97% and 97%-99% for 6-and 9-month integrations, respectively. 
b. ENSO with annual cycle in basic state as reference trajectory
We next examine how the interannual variability in the coupled atmosphere-ocean model affects the growth of initial perturbations in the SST. The freely evolving coupled model with a seasonal cycle in its basic state (SST, ocean currents, upwelling, thermocline depth, and surface wind) supports interannual variability that resembles the observed ENSO, with model ENSO events occurring 3 or 4 years apart (Battisti 1988) . Figure 3a shows a 20-yr time series of the control-run Nino-3 index. The extrema of model SST anomalies ranges from 2.6ЊC in the warm phase to Ϫ2ЊC in the cold phase. We arbitrarily select the ENSO cycle occurring during model years 9, 10, and 11 for further analysis. Figure  3b shows the time-longitude section of the equatorial SST anomalies averaged from 2ЊS to 2ЊN for this typical model ENSO cycle.
To determine the optimal perturbations for selected phases from the control integration of the coupled model, restart files were written every month during the control integration. These restart files contain the initial conditions from which we add small perturbations and calculate the singular vectors, as described in section 3b. The fundamental difference between these calculations and those presented in section 4a is summarized as follows. The reference trajectory in the experiments of section 4a is the climatological annual cycle. The reference trajectory (the control integration) for the experiments described in this section is a freely evolving model ENSO cycle with the annual cycle in the basic state (see, e.g., Fig. 3a) .
Singular values and singular vectors are calculated for 3-and 6-month integrations starting from each month of the selected ENSO cycle. The first integration starts in January of year 9, denoted Jan(9), and the last integration starts in Jan(12). The values of the 6-month optimal perturbation growth ( 1 ) for every 3 months are shown in Fig. 3b . The 3-and 6-month optimal growths are plotted in Fig. 4 along with the Nino-3 index.
The perturbation growth depends on both the phase of the annual cycle and the phase of the model ENSO cycle. For example, for the 3-month integrations, growth is largest for Oct(9) ( 1 ϭ 2.9), just prior to the onset of the model ENSO event, and for May(11) ( 1 ϭ 3.2), just prior to the breakdown of the model ENSO event. The growth over 6 months generally exceeds the growth over 3 months, with large growth ( 1 Ͼ 3) throughout the ENSO cycle, except at peak of the warm event [Aug(10)-Jan(11)] and during the demise of the warm event [Jun(11)], and continuing through the first half of the model cold event [Apr(12), not shown] where the 6-month optimal perturbation actually decays ( 1 Ͻ 1).
Examples of the patterns of the initial and final state SST that are associated with the optimal growth of SST for the 6-month integrations of the freely evolving coupled model are displayed in Fig. 5 . While the maximum perturbation growth is sensitive to the phase of the ENSO cycle in which the perturbation is applied, and hence to the state of the coupled system, both the initial and final patterns of the optimal are insensitive to the initial conditions (cf. Figs. 2 and 5 ).
c. Annual mean basic-state reference trajectory
To isolate the effect of the ENSO cycle from that of the basic-state annual cycle, we performed experiments Fig. 2 , but for 6-month integrations performed on a freely evolving model ENSO reference trajectory, which includes both the interannual variability and the prescribed annual cycle. Plotted in left and right columns are the initial and final patterns of the optimal perturbation for integrations starting at a specific phase of the model ENSO cycle: (a) prior to event onset [Oct (9) in which the annual cycle is eliminated from the model. To accomplish this, we prescribe a basic state for the coupled model that is the annual mean climatological SST, ocean surface currents, upwelling, thermocline depth, and surface wind stress. In this third experiment, we perturb the model about the time-invariant trajectory that is exactly the annual mean climatology. The 3-month and 6-month optimals have first singular values of 2.0 and 4.2, respectively. The spatial pattern of the optimal perturbation in SST is very similar to those shown in Figs. 2 and 5 and is not shown.
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d. ENSO with annual mean basic state as reference trajectory
The model with the annual mean basic state (see section 4c) supports a freely evolving ENSO cycle with a period of 3.45 years and with extrema in the Nino-3 index of 2.1ЊC and Ϫ1.4ЊC. The propagator and singular vectors were obtained following the same procedure as described in section 3b but using this freely evolving ENSO with no annual cycle as the reference state. The maximum perturbation growth as a function of the phase of the ENSO cycle in which the integration is begun is displayed in Fig. 6 . The maximum growth for both the 3-month ( 1 ϭ 2.7) and 6-month ( 1 ϭ 5.4) integrations is achieved just prior to the transition from a cold to
warm state (month 7 of year 10); a secondary peak in growth in the 6-month integration occurs just prior to the beginning of the demise of the warm event (the first month of year 12). For the 3-month integrations, growth is small just prior to the peak phase of the warm event, and growth is extraordinarily small throughout the first half of the cold phase. For the 6-month integrations, no growing singular vectors are found throughout the first half of the cold phase.
The spatial pattern of the optimal perturbation bears a strong likeness to that for the annual cycle reference trajectory (Fig. 2) , and for the ''ENSO with annual cycle'' reference trajectory (Fig. 5) . Overall, Figs. 1, 4 , and 6 indicate that the interannual variability generally reduces the sensitivity of the system to SST perturbations except for the periods immediately preceding the onset and demise of the model ENSO warm event. These results are discussed further in sections 5 and 6.
Discussion
Three general phenomena stand out in the above experiments. The spatial patterns of the optimal initial perturbation in SST and the resulting final perturbation show almost no dependence on the phase of the annual cycle, the phase of the model ENSO cycle, and the time over which the perturbation is allowed to grow. The final perturbation pattern is very similar to the first empirical orthogonal function (EOF) of the SST from the freely evolving coupled model (i.e., the model ENSO mode; see Mantua and Battisti 1995) . The perturbation growth is sensitive to the annual cycle and to the ENSO cycle. Here we present an interpretation of these phenomena based on the physics and dynamics of the model.
The robust initial SST perturbation pattern has a simple physical interpretation. The anomalous atmospheric circulation that would result from the optimal initial SST perturbations shown in Figs. 2 and 5 includes a relaxation of the southeasterly trade winds along the equator in the central-eastern basin along the oceanic equatorial waveguide (5ЊS-5ЊN). To illustrate this point, we apply the 6-month optimal perturbation for the climatological October condition (i.e., Fig. 2d ) in the coupled model and integrate forward. The sign of the perturbation is chosen so that it evolves into an ENSO warm event. Figure 7 plots the immediate response in various fields at day 10 (left column) and month 3 (right column) of the perturbed integration (perturbations about the climatological annual cycle). Because of the spatially varying climatological winds, the initial SST perturbations (Fig. 2d) lead to maximum zonal and meridional wind stress anomalies along the equator in the central and eastern Pacific (see Fig. 7b and a close-up in Fig. 8 ).
The anomalous westerly wind stress in the central Pacific leads to warming of the ocean in the central and eastern Pacific (Fig. 7a) by (i) depressing the pycnocline both locally and in the eastern Pacific (Fig. 7e) , thus reducing the entrainment rate (Fig. 7d) ; and (ii) anomalous zonal warm advection in the surface layer (Fig.  7c) .
The north-south asymmetry across the equator in the eastern Pacific is a robust feature of the first singular vector and for the polarity chosen above immediately results in a northerly wind anomaly across the equator (Fig. 8) . This represents a relaxation of the mean southerly wind stress in the equatorial eastern Pacific (ϳ5ЊS-5ЊN) that acts to warm the eastern near-equatorial ocean by decreasing the upwelling of cold water into the surface layer. At first this result was surprising, though in retrospect it could have been anticipated from the basin adjustment study of Philander and Pacanowski (1981) and from the sensitivity studies reported in Battisti (1988, section 4c) .
The annual cycle is seen to modulate the growth of the optimal perturbation about a reference trajectory when the ENSO cycle is included (cf. Figs. 1, 4 , and 6). In general, the presence of the ENSO cycle suppresses the sensitivity of the system to initial perturbations compared to the sensitivity about the annual cycle alone. To make this point clear, we compare the mean 6-month optimal growth in the four experiments. When ENSO cycle is added to the annual mean (Fig.  6, section 4d) , the average of the first singular values throughout a complete cycle is 2.6-much less than 4.2, the first singular value for the annual mean reference trajectory (section 4c). The only times when the first singular value is greater than 4.2 are in months 5-9 of year 10, just prior to the onset of an ENSO warm event. At this time the system is close to its climatological mean state in SST and thermocline depth in the eastern Pacific, and is therefore most sensitive to perturbations. The same conclusion holds when the annual cycle is included. The average of the 12 first singular values of the annual cycle reference trajectory is 4.0 (Fig. 1, section 4a) . When the ENSO cycle is added to the annual cycle (Fig. 4, section 4b) , the average of the first singular values throughout a complete cycle is 2.9-again, less than 4.0.
The ENSO cycle alone is most sensitive to SST perturbations during the transition from cold to warm Nino-3 SST (and to a lesser extent to the transition from warm to cold). In Fig. 9 , we compare the first singular values for the annual-cycle reference trajectory (also displayed in Fig. 1 ) with the first singular values for the freely evolving model ENSO trajectory (also displayed in Fig. 4 ) for 3-month (Fig. 9a ) and 6-month (Fig. 9b) integrations. The only time during the ENSO cycle that the amplification of the 6-month optimal perturbation growth is enhanced compared to the amplification about the climatological reference trajectory is for perturbations that are applied just prior to the transition from a cold to warm phase of ENSO [Aug(9) to Feb(10) in Fig. 9b] . However, for the 3-month integrations, the ENSO cycle enhances the perturbation growth prior to both the transition from cold to warm conditions
Coupled model response (15ЊS-15ЊN) in various fields after the 6-month optimal perturbation in SST (first singular vector, Fig. 2d ) associated with the climatological October condition is applied: (a) SST, (b) surface wind stress, (c) surface current, (d) upwelling, and (e) the thermocline depth perturbations. Left column is for day 10 response and right column is model response at 3 months. Contour interval is noted on the top of each panel.
FIG. 8. The immediate response of the atmosphere model in surface wind stress anomaly resulting from perturbing the SST with the 6-month optimal (shown in Fig. 2d) [Aug(9)-Apr(10)] and the transition from warm to cold conditions [Apr(11)-Jun(11) in Fig. 9a ]. The fact that singular values of the nonlinear model trajectory are smaller than the corresponding singular values of the climatological basic state (about which the nonlinear model is constructed), appears to be consistent with the notion that the effect of nonlinearity causes the model to adjust away from the unstable climatological basic state, and toward a more stable part of phase space (S. Zebiak 1995, personal communication to TNP) . For example, the farther the system is from climatology, the more the nonlinear terms reduce the local instability in the eastern Pacific. Hence, one might expect on general grounds that the singular vectors of the model ENSO basic state are smaller than those of the climatological basic state. Indeed, the dominant reason for the general suppression of growth by inclusion of the ENSO cycle is that throughout most of the warm and cold phases of the ENSO cycle the thermocline along the equator is far from its climatological position. Initial perturbations in the SST field will generate anomalies in the wind stress field that, in turn, will force thermocline perturbations. In the warm phase the thermocline is positioned deeper and the upwelling is weaker than in climatological mean fields at that same time of year. Hence, the same perturbation applied to the model while it is in a warm phase will lead to less growth in the final state than for perturbations added to a climatological mean state. Similarly, perturbations applied to the model while it is in the early and middle stages of a cold phase grow less rapidly than perturbations applied to climatological mean conditions because the thermocline is sufficiently shallow. In the cold phase of ENSO, the large downward excursions of thermocline are required to change the temperature of the water that is being entrained into the mixed layer and the upward displacement is limited by the turbulent mixing at the surface (see the appendix). That the model is more sensitive during ENSO transition periods than during warm or cold events is explained by this mechanism as well. That the ENSO transitions can show greater sensitivity than the corresponding basic state alone is not well understood, but most likely involves an additional effect due to the inertia present during ENSO transitions in the form of oceanic Rossby and Kelvin waves.
To understand which physical processes contribute significantly to singular vector growth, we performed several experiments using modified versions of the coupled model. Here we will report on experiments in which we remove individual terms in the SST equation and then calculate the singular values for the annual cycle reference trajectory. These singular values are compared with those from the full model (section 4a).
The first set of experiments illustrates the importance of thermocline displacements (and the consequent anomalous subsurface temperatures) to perturbation growth by comparing the average of the singular values obtained for the 3-month optimals about the annual cycle with and without this process included in the SST equation. The results from the full model (Fig. 10 heavy solid line, repeated from Fig. 1 ) indicate that the average of the 12 singular values for the 3-month optimal growth (i.e., the average growth over the annual cycle) is 2.0. However, when thermocline anomalies are not allowed to affect SST, 4 the annual average of the singular value for the 3-month optimal perturbation is 0.8, and there are no months that support growing perturbations ( 1 Ͻ 1 for all months; see Fig. 10 dotted line) .
The net horizontal temperature advection in the surface layer also affects the amplitude of the singular values, though to a lesser extent than the thermocline displacements. For example, when all horizontal advection terms are removed from the SST equation, the analysis indicates that integrations beginning in all months except January and February support growing perturbations ( Fig. 10 solid line) ; the annual average of the first singular values for the 3-month optimal for the model without horizontal advection is 1.3. Among the four components of horizontal advection: The initial perturbation in SST evolves into a final SST perturbation pattern that closely resembles the most unstable eigenmode of the coupled model (Battisti and Hirst 1989) . Since the pattern of the final SST perturbation is largely independent of the duration for growth over a time period of 3 months or more, it is temptingbut incorrect-to interpret the final perturbation pattern as the most unstable eigenmode of the coupled system. This pattern is achieved in only about three months, while the timescale associated with setting up the eigenmode is approximately determined by the adjustment time of the equatorial waveguide, which is about 9 months. Nevertheless, the rotation in phase space of the dominant singular vector from an initial direction, which is essentially orthogonal to the fastest growing normal mode, toward a final direction, which is almost parallel to the fastest growing normal mode, is a general characteristic of optimal perturbation growth when there is an unstable normal mode (see Buizza and Palmer 1995) .
For perturbations that grow over a time that is short compared to the basin adjustment time, the growth is best thought of as being due to a local atmosphereocean instability that is optimally realized by the initial perturbation previously discussed; the localization is due by the asymmetries of the climatological mean state (Battisti and Hirst 1989) . Inspection of Fig. 1 indicates that maximum growth is realized in the boreal summer months: the maximum growth occurs in the 3-month integration spanning June-July-August, and in the 6-month integration spanning April-October. The period of weakest growth occurs in late boreal winter and boreal spring: the weakest growth over a 3-month interval is from January through April, and over a 6-month interval, from November through next May. The explanation for the seasonal dependence lies in the seasonality of the strengths of the mean upwelling and the mean meridional current v sfc . Both are largely determined by the wind-driven Ekman transport and are maximum in amplitude in the late boreal summer. Hence, the processes that most amplify the optimal initial SST perturbation are also responsible for the strong seasonality in the amplification of the optimal perturbation. This seasonal dependence in the 3-and 6-month integrations is consistent with Battisti's (1988) results concerning the seasonality in the local stability properties of the mean state of the atmosphere-ocean system in the eastern equatorial Pacific.
Conclusions
We have examined the sensitivity of the Battisti (1988) coupled atmosphere-ocean model to perturbations in the sea surface temperature (SST) field applied at the beginning of model integrations. The spatial structures of the fastest growing SST perturbations are determined by singular vector analysis of an approximation to the propagator for the linearized system. Four reference trajectories are analyzed: (i) the annual cycle, (ii) a freely evolving model ENSO cycle with the annual cycle in the basic state, (iii) the annual mean climatology (i.e., seasonless), and (iv) a freely evolving model ENSO cycle with an annual mean basic state. Singular vectors with optimal growth for these idealized scenarios over periods of 3, 6, and 9 months are computed. Parallel analysis of the integrations with a stable version of the numerical model indicates all of the major results presented in this paper are independent of whether or not the model supports an unstable eigenmode.
The magnitude of maximum growth is shown to be highly dependent upon both the phase of the annual cycle and the phase of the ENSO cycle at which the perturbation is applied and upon the duration that perturbations are allowed to evolve. However, the spatial structure of the optimal perturbation is remarkably insensitive to these factors. The structure of the optimal perturbation consists of an east-west dipole in the entire tropical Pacific basin superimposed on a north-south dipole spanning the eastern tropical Pacific and has a simple physical interpretation. The growth is facilitated by two processes (illustrated here for perturbations that lead to warming). (i) Weakened trades associated with the optimal SST perturbation lead to a deepening of the thermocline along the equator in the eastern Pacific and warming of the surface by changing the temperature of the water being entrained into the mixed layer. The weakened meridional wind stress along the equator in the eastern Pacific reduces the strength of upwelling and also enhances warming. (ii) Meridional advection of these anomalies also contributes significantly to the perturbation growth.
The maximum growth takes place for integrations that include the period June-August and the minimum growth for integrations that include the period JanuaryApril. The seasonal dependence of the optimal perturbation growth is consistent with the seasonality in the local stability of the coupled system in the central and eastern Pacific basin.
Maxima in singular vector growth also occur at specific phases of the model ENSO cycle, with the largest amplifications occurring prior to the onset and decay of the ENSO warm phases, while minima occur for integrations starting at the peak of the warm event, after the transition from a warm to a cold phase and continuing into the cold event. Nonetheless, the overall effect of the ENSO cycle is to reduce the optimal growth compared to growth on the annual-cycle-alone reference trajectory.
It is notable that the spatial structure of the optimal perturbation in SST is of large zonal scale (ϳ15 000 km). This is consistent with an analysis of the atmospheric response as a function of the zonal scale of the atmospheric heating anomaly. In this model the heating
is roughly proportional to the SST anomaly. To achieve the greatest dynamical response in the equatorial waveguide (so that the ocean dynamics will be instrumental in affecting the SST later) requires forcing by a zonal wind stress anomaly within the equatorial waveguide (Clarke 1982, personal communication) . It can be shown that for the Gill-type models used in this and other coupled models for ENSO, the zonal wind stress anomaly in the equatorial waveguide resulting from a given amplitude of heating (SST) anomaly is maximized when the heating has a zonal scale that is roughly the longitudinal extent of the Pacific Ocean basin, approximately 15 000 km. The combination of maximum amplitude response and a large zonal extent ensures that the dynamical response in the ocean will be optimally realized when the initial perturbation in the SST is large scale.
The wind stress (e.g., Fig. 8 ) and SST patterns ( Fig.  2 and Fig. 5 ) could certainly correspond to plausible errors in the initial conditions for a coupled atmosphereocean model forecast if they were obtained from standard analyses of global observations. In practice, with limited observational data such errors are often strongly determined by the ability of the atmospheric model used in the analysis to simulate the strength of the divergent circulations over the Pacific basin, this in turn being related to the quality of the physical parameterizations in the atmospheric model. The ubiquitous initial singular vector we have found, which is associated with a weakening in the SST gradient across the Pacific basin, is consistent with an erroneously weak Walker circulation in the atmospheric initial state. On the basis of this argument, an initial state with excessively strong divergent circulations would be equally likely. Chen et al. (1995) as well as previous versions of the ZC model do not use SST observations in their initialization scheme. Instead they initialize their forecast model using analyzed winds. If these winds are incorrect in the sense discussed above, then their initialization scheme could lead to initial SST errors, which project strongly onto our first singular vector.
In most cases examined the optimally growing pattern is also the only growing pattern. Because the final pattern is similar to the model ENSO, this means that incorrect forecasts of the magnitude, the timing, or even the sign of an ENSO event could be compensated for by small corrections in the SST field at the time of the forecast. If the (measurement) error in SST projects strongly onto the first growing singular vector and is not removed from the initial conditions, large errors in the forecast will result. For example, if the error in the initial SST field had the pattern displayed in Fig. 5a with a maximum amplitude of 0.1ЊC, it would grow in 6 months to have a rather large error, with maximum amplitude of 0.9ЊC in SST and a similar pattern to the observed ENSO phenomenon. On the other hand, because the error growth is dominated by only one growing pattern, forecast errors that do not project onto the final pattern cannot be compensated for by small corrections in initial SST alone. Therefore, much of the observed SST variability outside of the equatorial waveguide cannot be better predicted by a better SST initialization using this model.
Finally, we note that Moore and Kleeman (1996;  hereafter MK) have calculated the optimal growth patterns and rates for a coupled atmosphere-ocean of the tropical Pacific and find somewhat different results from what we have presented for the Battisti (1988) model. One important difference between these two studies is in the choice of variables that are initially perturbed and how the growth is measured. We have chosen to optimize the amplitude of the final state SST perturbation due to perturbation (uncertainty) in the SST field at the beginning of the integration. In contrast, MK optimize the total perturbation energy in the coupled system due to an initial perturbation in the total perturbation energy. MK find that the initial SST perturbations that make up part of their optimal perturbation energy is characterized by very small zonal scales, which quickly damp to reveal the large-scale structure. In addition, a large portion of the optimal error growth in the MK model is mainly attributed to perturbations in the ocean dynamics and less so to the accompanying SST perturbations.
We did not choose to perform calculations to optimize the total perturbation energy using our model, but one might anticipate the initial optimal patterns will be sensitive to the choice of the norm that is being optimized (which is specific to the problem being analyzed) (Farrell 1989) . We note, however, that the initial optimal perturbations in SST obtained by Thompson (1997) for the Hirst (1988) model suggest the optimal SST patterns are of large-scale for a variety of norms, and important contributions to the amplification of SST are associated with the initial perturbations in SST, and less so in the perturbations of the dynamics.
The most likely explanation for the differences in the structure of the SST pattern associated with the optimal perturbation for the two models involves the differences in model physics. There are large differences in the governing equations for the two coupled models. In particular, MK make several assumptions that simplify the air-sea coupling and the SST equation used in the present study. Differences in the prescription of the atmospheric heating rate corresponding to a given SST field, and hence differences in the coupling between the ocean and atmosphere, may also play a role. It is well known that fundamental differences in the nature of the interannual variability simulated by freely evolving coupled models arise because of seemingly subtle changes in the ocean thermodynamics (e.g., Hirst 1986 ). Thus, we expect that even subtle differences in the ocean thermodynamic equation in the two models may greatly affect the optimal growth. Indeed, we find qualitative differences in the optimal growth when various simplifications are made to the ocean thermodynamic equation. Blumenthal (1991) has examined the optimal pertur-VOLUME 125 M O N T H L Y W E A T H E R R E V I E W bation growth for the Zebiak and Cane (1987) model by first constructing a low-order Markov model that is a best fit to the output of the full numerical ZebiakCane coupled model, and then calculating the adjoint of the normal modes of this Markov model. The adjoint vectors are closely related to our singular vectors in that they provide an initial condition that efficiently excites the model ENSO mode, though they are not necessarily ''optimal'' for growth over a finite time interval. His choice of norm gives equal weight to thermocline displacement, wind stress, and SST perturbations. Several properties of the optimal growth associated with this Markov model are also common to our numerical model: (i) there is one adjoint that grows much faster than all other singular vectors; (ii) the largest (smallest) 9-month growth is associated with perturbations applied in spring (fall); (iii) the SST component of the adjoint is of large scale (though with a structure that is different from that shown in this study); (iv) the adjoint evolves into a final state whose SST pattern is very similar to the ENSO footprint. Penland and Sardeshmukh (1995) , using a linear stochastic ENSO model derived from observations, also find only one growing singular vector. The large-scale aspects of this singular vector possess some similarity to the singular vectors in the present study, particularly in the north-south and east-west SST gradients in the eastern tropical Pacific. However, their pattern includes a warm anomaly just east of the dateline and a banded structure in the Northern Hemisphere subtropics, which are not seen in the optimal perturbations of our model. Their pattern also has large amplitude in the Indian Ocean, a region which was not included in our study.
The concordance between the results from the Markov model (Blumenthal 1991) , the statistical model (Penland and Sardeshmukh 1995) , and dynamical models (MK and this study) gives further credence to the idea that predictions of ENSO are usually sensitive to only one pattern of initial SST error.
